START YOUR IDEA WITH THE PANTER

Summary
Pantercon‘s Business Cycle 3.0 provides a platform that makes it easier for start-up entrepreneurs
to raise capital. In a network of different companies and investors, not only start-ups can be promoted, but economic growth in general and returns for investors can be achieved.

Problem
Start-up capital is one of the biggest obstacles for a start-up company that can determine the
success or failure of a business.
Getting a loan to start a business is difficult in most cases without security, especially if it is a
business idea outside the mainstream. There are other options that founders might consider, such
as how to raise capital, and crowdfunding is one of them. Crowdfunding has grown rapidly in the
recent past, and on closer inspection, the crowdfunding system has shortcomings that may not
benefit many entrepreneurs.
For a founder to receive large sums of investment, he must, among other things, submit a business plan that is costly and takes time that a founder does not have!

Solution
Pantercon creates a platform on which start-ups are supported with innovative and forward-looking ideas and thus receive capital without having to struggle with the bank, crowdfunding platforms or other financing options. Pantercon focuses on supporting start-ups in achieving their
goals and developing into global companies.
In addition, the Pantercon network can offer and receive a wide variety of services - the economic
cycle 3.0 is created, from which all networked companies and investors benefit.

Hydra Blockchain
The Hydra Blockchain becomes a hybrid blockchain and combines the advantages of public and
private blockchains. With the implemented authorization concept, the release of data can be controlled across organizations such as serial numbers, batches, etc., but also internally via organizational units. Warehouse management, payroll accounting, time recording and many other appli-
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cation possibilities are offered. For implementation, sidechains are used, which can be managed
parallel to the mainchain and operated relatively autonomously. The extension of the possibilities
is practically unlimited.

Characteristics
•
•
•

Reinvention of start-up financing
Hydra Blockchain (Hybrid Blockchain)
Economic cycle 3.0

Investor benefits
The capital that investors provide to Panterncon is not only channelled to one project, but to many,
minimizing the risk of investors losing their entire investment as a result of the failure of a project.
With the evaluation program, there is even the possibility of co-deciding which companies should
receive support.

The market
The volume of crowdfunding and crowdinvesting transactions has increased rapidly in recent years, in some cases by almost 50%. So-called venture funding is also experiencing a high.
Pantercon only needs to tap a small percentage of this transaction volume in order to be successful with the economic cycle 3.0. The signs are clear for Pantercon!

Token usage
The tokens will be sold and the proceeds used to finance the Pantercon project. The PANX tokens will then be listed and tradable on Exchangers. Upon completion of the Hydra blockchain, the
PANX token will migrate to the PANX coin.
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Token specification
Name

Symbol

Type

PanterX

PANX

ERC-20 Token

Total Supply

Available for sale

Decimal points

1.000.000.000 PANX

500.000.000 PANX

0

Hard Cap

Soft Cap

Accepted currency

35.000 ETH

1.000 ETH

ETH (Ethereum)

PanterX per 1 ETH

Rate of exchange

Minimum deposit

1 ETH = 5000 PANX

0,0002 ETH

0,1 ETH

Financing specifications

Token Price

Not sold PANX Tokens
Pantercon has a highly scalable business model and the PanterX tokens were created without
decimal places. As a result, burning tokens would be counterproductive.
PanterX tokens that are not sold during the ICO are assigned to the Pantercon reserve pool.
Output of the PANX tokens
PANX tokens will be issued from 01 November 2018 as soon as the respective transaction is
confirmed.
PANX tokens will be visible in your ERC-20 wallet but will not be tradable until the end of the token
sale on 31 January 2019.
Whitelist PANX Bonus Tokens
The Whitelist Bonus Registration for early investors starts on September 1, 2018 and has been
extended by another month until October 31, 2018 by looking at the market and suggestions from
the Pantercon family. For detailed information you need to register on our website in the category
„Token Sale“ or above the whitelist button.
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Token Bonus Structure
Advance booking bonus
In the period from 01 November to 30 November 2018 the Pre-Sale takes place, which is divided
into three phases.
•
•
•

Period 1:
Period 2:
Period 3:

1 November to 11 November 2018 +30% Token additional
12 November to 21 November 2018 +20% Token additional
22 November to 30 November 2018 +10% Token additional

Token Sales Dates
Dates Advance booking
The pre-sale starts on 01 November 2018 at 00:00 and ends on 30 November 2018 at 23:59.
Main ICO Phase
The main ICO sales phase starts on 01 December 2018 at 00:00 and ends on 31 January 2019 at
23:59 or when the hardcap is reached.
Info
If problems occur during the public sale, the smart contract for the token sale will be suspended
until the problem is resolved.

Concluding sentence
The Pantercon team aims to make it easier for startup companies to set up with the economic
cycle 3.0 and the Hydra Blockchain, to simplify the day-to-day business of entrepreneurs and to
offer advantages to investors.
Learn more about Pantercon at https://www.pantercon.com/en
The complete White Paper https://pantercon.com/assets/(en)-white-paper.pdf
For questions or simply to get in touch with us you can contact our team by e-mail info@pantercon.com or on our social media channels!
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